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Comparative Table of Force Gauge 

Comparison of Digital and Mechanical Force Gauge 

  

Popular / Standard Digital Force Gauge (DS2/Z2/ZP series) 

  

  
  

Digital Force Gauge Mechanical Force Gauge 

Strong 
Points 

○Digital indication avoids misreading 

○Connectable with PC, easy to analyze force data 

○Various convenient functions 

○Fit for impact/breaking test 

Strong 
Points 

○Not need power supply 

○Highly durable and reliable 

○Easier to read force transition 

Weak 
Points 

○Not easy to read force transition 

○Need hours to be charged 

Weak 
Points  

○Not fit for impact/breaking test 

○Misreading is more likely to happen 

Model DS2 series  Z2 series ZPseries 

  

  

  

The external appearance 

      

Features Good price/Simple High-Efficiency High-Efficiency/ 
Connectable with PC 

  

Index of selection 

  
-For those who would like to 
measure peak value simply. 

  
-For those who demand to  
measure more precisely, or 
do impact/destructive test. 
-For those who would like to 
control from external 
equipment. 

  
-For those who manage data 
on PC. 
-For those who demand to 
draw a precise graph. 
-For those who would like to 
control from external 
equipment. 
  

  

  

  

  

Basic 

Spec 

Output RS232C/Mitutoyo digimatic USB/RS232C 

Analog output +/- Approx. 1V F.S. +/- Approx. 2V F.S. 

Graph drawing software 

*1 
ZLINK3 ZP-Recorder 

Force responsiveness*2 Good  Very good 

Sampling rate *2 1000times/sec at maximum 

Unit N(Newton), kgf(gf), lbf(ozf) 

Display 4-digit LCD 

Capacity 2N-1000N 

Accuracy +/-0.2%F.S+/-1digit 

  

  

  

  

Function 

Peak hold Yes 

Display reversible Yes 

OK/NG judgment *3 Yes (unable to output) Yes 

Dumping *4 Yes (2 levels) Yes  (7 levels) 

Memory of peak value No Yes (1000 peak value at maximum) 

External connecting 

switch 

No Yes 

+/- reversible No  Yes  

Peak value display *5 Only tensile or 

compression 

Tensile or compression,  

Switch between tensile and compression 
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*1 The software is not included. 
*2 Responsiveness varies depending on their speed to process data. 
*3 It is function to judge if measurement value stays between the selected maximum and minimum value. 
*4 It is function to select sampling speed 
*5“tensile and compression” mode saves peak value of both tensile and compression differently.  
“tensile or compression” mode saves peak value regardless of tensile or compression. 
  

High Capacity Standard Force Gauge (Z2H/ZPH series) 
  

*Specifications and function of Z2H/ZPH are the same as Z2/ZP except capacity, so please refer to specifications of Z2/ZP. 
*1 The software is not included. 
  

Separate Sensor Model Force Gauge (Z2S/ZPS series) 

  
*Specifications and function of Z2H/ZPH are the same as Z2/ZP except capacity, so please refer to specifications of Z2/ZP. 
*1 The software is not included. 

  

Model Z2H series ZPH series 

  

  

  

The external appearance 

    

Features High capacity High capacity/Connectable to PC with USB 

Index of selection 

  
-For those who demand to measure more 
precisely, or do impact/destructive test. 
-For those who would like to control from 
external equipment. 
  

  
-For those who manage data on PC. 
-For those who demand to draw a precise 
graph. 
-For those who would like to control from 
external equipment. 
  

  

Basic 

Spec 

Output RS232C / Mitutoyo digimatic USB/RS232C 

Graph drawing software *1 ZLINK3 ZP-Recorder 

Capacity 1000N, 2000N, 5000N 

Accuracy +/-0.2%F.S+/-1digit 

Model Z2S series ZPS series 

  

  

  

The external appearance 

    

Features 

Fit for measurement at limited or 
dangerous area. 
Load cell is selectable according to 
measurement conditions. 

Fit for measurement at limited or dangerous 
area. 
USB connection is possible. 
Load cell is selectable according to 
measurement conditions. 

Index of selection 

  
-For those who demand to measure more 
precisely, or do impact/destructive test. 
-For those who would like to control from 
external equipment. 

  
-For those who manage data on PC. 
-For those who demand to draw a precise 
graph. 
-For those who would like to control from 
external equipment. 

  

Basic 

Spec 

Output RS232C / Mitutoyo digimatic USB/RS232C 

Graph drawing software *1 ZLINK3 ZP-Recorder 

Capacity 2N-20kN 

Accuracy +/-0.2%F.S+/-1digit (in the case of DPU selected) 
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Major load cells ( Connectable to Z2S/ZPS series ) 

*Different types of load cells are selectable. 

 

Mechanical Force Gauges 

*1 Graduation is not always 100 lines according to capacity, so please refer to each specifications to make sure. 
*2 Dial plate is movable to change zero point, taking the weight of such as an attachment into consideration. 

  

[Cautions] 

*The contents may be changed without notice in advance. 

*These products are designed for measurement purpose only. 

*Do not copy the contents without permission. 

  

Tensile/Compression 

 

(DPU series) 

Waterproof 

Tensile/Compression 

(WP series) 

Extremely small 

Tensile/Compression 

(LMU series) 

Small Compression 

 

(LM series) 

    

Able to measure 

tensile/compression force 

from 2N to 20KN 

Able to measure at 

watery place 

Extremely small size, 

φ18×H25mm 

Small coin shaped for 

compression 

Model 
Popular 

FB/FS series 
Standard 

PS/PSS series 

Precise 

PSM series 

High capacity 

PSH series 

Unique 

UKK/UKT series 

  

  

The external 

appearance 

  

          

Features Good price Highly precise The most precise High capacity Small  

  

Accuracy 

level 

High           

Mid           

Low           

Accuracy +/-0.3%F.S. +/-0.1%F.S. +/-0.3%F.S. 

Gradations *1 100 200 100 

Capacity 10N-500N 5N-500N 20N-500N 500N-3000N 20N-300N 

Direction 
Tensile and Compression Tensile and 

Compression 

Tensile and 

Compression 

Tensile and 

Compression 

Tensile OR 

Compression 

Peak hold Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Zero reset *2 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 


